If there is a learning mechanism for eye movements, it must be capable of overpowering the stimulus-bound in which the monkey had to choose the target solely by the sequential context, not by the current stimulus nature of eye movement. An effective way to test this capability would be to ask subjects to make different eye combination. We found that many neurons in the supplementary eye field (SEF) became active with a spemovements under the identical environment, depending on the learned context. For this purpose, we trained two cific target direction (D neuron) or a specific target/ distractor combination (C neuron). Furthermore, such monkeys on an oculomotor sequence task ( Figure 1 ) in which different sequences ("hypersets") could be activity was often selective for one among several sequences that included the combination (S neuron).
similar direction selectivity was observed in the control activity (M4-14, set five and L4-1, set one). Again, there was little activity for the reversed combination, LU (M4-task (Figure 2, right) , in which only a single target was presented. The selectivity in the sequence task was 14, set two). A critical feature of C activity was that the neuron's activity was dependent on the distractor as striking if we compare the cases in which target and distractor were reversed. For example, at sets two and well (or combination). Thus, the neuron in Figure 3 was significantly less active for UR combination (L4-1, set five of hyperset M4-16, two identical stimuli were presented at both left and right positions and, yet, the neuthree). A higher selectivity for individual sequences was ron was active only in set two, depending on the monkey's intention to make a leftward saccade. However, found as sequence-dependent activity (S activity), as illustrated in Figure 4 . The neuron was highly active at the neuron was not selective for the target/distractor combination; there was no statistical difference in the hyperset M4-18, set five with RU combination. The same RU combination appeared in M4-8 and M4-12, but the neuron's activity between hyperset M4-16, set two and hyperset M4-10, sets 3 or 5 in which the target was the neuron was significantly less active (ANOVA, p Ͻ 0.001). We repeated hyperset M4-18 and found that the neuron same, but the distractor was different.
Some neurons, on the other hand, showed selectivity was again active at set five in a similar manner ( Figure  4 , right), confirming the reproducibility of the data. The for target/distractor combination (C activity), as illustrated in Figure 3 . The neuron preferred the up-target/ selectivity of this neuron was not absolute, however. It combined weak D activity (preference for R direction) left-distractor (UL) combination. The UL combination appeared once for each of the two hypersets shown in and C activity (preference for RU combination).
Since the same RU combination appeared as the fifth, Figure 3 , and the neuron exhibited similar patterns of Figure 6B , which shows that most sets among the learned hypersets were preferred by at least one M4-19 at the same numerical order (set two) ( Figure 5 ). Yet, the neuron shown in Figure 5 was active in hyperset neuron. There was no tendency that SEF neurons overall preferred earlier or later sets. M4-14, but not in hyperset M4-19 (ANOVA, p Ͻ 0.001).
Among 158 task-related neurons, 85 (54%) showed D activity, 82 (52%) showed C activity, and 114 (72%) showed S activity at more than one of the three task Discussion periods (Figure 1 ). Some neurons showed more than one type of activity. Particularly interesting among the Supplementary Eye Field Is Related to Eye Movement Sequences three types was S activity because it could be used to differentiate between different hypersets, even though
We have shown that many SEF neurons exhibited activity related to oculomotor sequences with different levels they may have contained identical target/distractor combinations. Figure 6A These results suggest that a neuron with S activity such diverse capabilities of SEF neurons, their relation to sequential eye movements may not be surprising. might contribute to the neural representation of a spe- However, there has been no study, to our knowledge, that activity of SMA and preSMA neurons changed during learning of hand movement sequences. Their task that examined sequential saccades in animal subjects.
Our finding may be more relevant to some studies on is a prototype of the task used in the present study and, therefore, had the same design principle. They showed human subjects. Patients with lesions in the supplementary motor area (SMA) were impaired in executing sethat many neurons in the preSMA, rather than the SMA, were active during the initial learning. This conclusion quential memory-guided saccades, not a single saccade (Gaymard et al., 1990). Transcranial magnetic stimulawas confirmed by a human functional MRI study eye movements (corresponding to the SEF) and the as a modulator, not a gate (Treue, 2001) . In contrast, D activity found in our study was usually very selective in other for sequential hand movements (corresponding to the SMA). They further suggest that the relationship an all-or-none manner (see Figure 2 ). An obvious difference was that in our study, the target was determined between the eye and hand mechanisms is flexible, either independent or well-coordinated, depending on the in a sequential context in which the subject had been trained extensively, while in the conventional attention context or the level of practice. studies the target was determined for each experiment.
To summarize, although D activity is determined only Functional Organization in Supplementary by the current stimulus environment, its selectivity Eye Field seems to be aided by the sequential context acquired A remarkable finding in our study was that different with long-term practice. groups of SEF neurons showed different levels of speciThe second level of context dependency (C activity) ficity for oculomotor sequences. We now discuss the indicates a clear departure from attentional modulation. functional significance of individual neuron types in the C activity was selective not only for the target position, SEF.
but also for the distractor position. If spatial attention At the least specific level, neurons were active whenacts to select one position at the expense of the others ever a saccade was to be made in a particular direction (Bashinski and Bacharach, 1980), C activity would be (D activity). This activity would reflect the readiness to unsuitable for attention because the preferred position make a particular saccade in a given context. Quite may or may not be coded by the neuron, depending on often, however, D activity appeared visually driven as the position of the distractor. Instead, C activity may be its onset was time locked with the onset of the stimuli more tightly related to memory. Some SEF neurons may (target and distractor). The selectivity of D activity might have been shaped up by extensive practice, so as to then reflect visual spatial attention. In a traditional experrespond specifically to particular combinations of visual iment studying spatial attention, two stimuli are prestimuli and a particular intention of saccade, which we sented simultaneously, one inside and the other outside characterized as C activity. However, neurons of this the neuron's receptive field, and the subject is instructed activity alone could not represent the oculomotor seto use one of them and ignore the other (Wurtz et al., quences used in our study because a given target/dis-1980). It has been shown that neuronal visual responses tractor combination appeared many times in different were larger when the receptive field stimulus is attended sequences. than when ignored (Colby and Goldberg, 1999; Treue, S activity showed the highest specificity. It was prefer-2001). However, the response to the ignored stimulus rarely disappeared, suggesting that attention operates ential for a particular target/distractor combination that be insufficient in some cases (see Figure 5) . 
Task Procedures
obtained an extra amount of reward (i.e., bonus). The same hyperset was repeated as a block until the monkey completed ten trials. The monkeys were trained to make learned sequences of saccades. Each sequence (hyperset) consisted of five saccades ( Figure 1A) .
Since the target and the distractor were physically identical, the monkeys initially had to find the target by a trial-and-error process. For each saccade (set) (Figure 1B) , a spot of light (fixation point) appeared in which the monkeys had to fixate (pretarget period).
However, the number of errors decreased after long-term practice for a particular hyperset, as the target/distractor locations were After 800 ms, two identical spots of light appeared at two out of four directions (up, down, right, and left) (posttarget period). One of fixed for the consecutive sets in the hyperset. After 5-6 months of training, monkeys M and L became able to perform 12 and 7 hyperthem was designated to be the target and the other, the distractor. After another 800 ms, the fixation point turned off and the monkeys sets, respectively ( Figure 1C ). had to make a saccade to the target. If the saccade was correctly made to the target (saccade period), the monkeys obtained a small Experimental Procedures All recordings were done after the monkeys mastered a repertoire amount of liquid reward and proceeded to the next set; otherwise, the trial was aborted, and the monkeys had to start from the first of 12 or 7 hypersets. We aimed at the SEF, a medio-dorsal portion of the frontal cortex where visual-saccadic cells are clustered set. The trial was regarded successful only when the monkey made saccades correctly for the whole hyperset, at which time the monkey (Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1987 chose other hypersets (e.g., second, third, etc.) 
